
Contact 
Email 

christianwjfryer@gmail.com 

 

Phone 

07525369882 
 

LinkedIn 

linkedin.com/in/chrisfryervfx 

Website 

chrisfryer.co.uk 

Education 
 
BA (Hons) Visual Effects for Film 
and Television 
University of Hertfordshire 
 

Teaching 

I have given multiple Nuke compositing 

masterclasses for students of all years 

passing on skills from my own 

experience, both from industry and my 

projects. Also creating tutorial videos 

diving deeper into the skills taught in my 

masterclasses and providing one-on-one 

training remotely upon request. 

Software Knowledge 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Industry Experience 
 

Compositor | The Third Floor 
May 2019 
 
Short-term contract to help finish post-visualization on a project. Filling 
various responsibilities in the compositing pipeline (Keying, CG Integration 
etc.) in a very fast turnover environment.  
 
Shows I worked on in an artistic capacity: 
- Unreleased Feature Film 
 
Greenlight Compositing Intern | DNEG 
July - September 2018 
 
As an intern in the compositing department I was given intense training over 

7 weeks through every stage of the compositing pipeline, From Roto/Prep to 

completing senior comp shots from start to finish.  

After training concluded I was let loose on live shows for the remainder of 

my time at DNEG, completing various comp tasks in both the Film and TV 

departments. 

Shows I worked on in an artistic capacity: 

- Bohemian Rhapsody 

- Black Mirror 

 

Lighting and Compositing Artist | Blue-Zoo 
April 2018 
 
Short term work to help with various projects.  

- Creating and Lighting particles within Particular for After Effects then 

compositing them with CG renders inside Nuke. 

- Rebuilding de-archived After Effects comps and creating two versions, one 

with and one without certain characters. 

 

Render Wrangler | One of Us 
May - September 2017 
 
Along with my technical responsibilities as a wrangler, I also aided the 2D 
department on many of the shows in the works during my time at the 
company. (Roto/Prep, Keying, Compositing and creating minicomps from 
finished composites to be used for stereo conversion)  
 
Shows I worked on in an artistic capacity: 
- Star Wars: The Last Jedi 
- Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom 
- The Current War 
- Philip K Dick's Electric Dreams 
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